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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last 15 years, many mathematicians have turned their attention to 
the problem of extending to more general settings (fields of arbitrary 
characteristic, commutative rings) the representation theory of the general 
linear and symmetric groups over fields of characteristic zero. In this 
undertaking, the first problem is, perhaps, that of finding suitable 
generalizations of those modules that, in the classical theory, yield the 
irreducible representations first discovered and classified by Schur in his 
Dissertation of 1901 [24]. 
Over fields of characteristic zero, the more popular constructions of these 
modules, in terms of symmetry classes of tensors, are those due to Schur 
[25] and Weyl [31]; as is well known, these contructions are equivalent 
since they give rise to modules that, even though they are different as sub- 
spaces of the tensors space, turn out to be isomorphic with respect to the 
action of the group. Recently, it has been recognized that such construc- 
tions can be adequately adapted in order to make sense over arbitrary 
commutative rings; Akin, Buchsbaum and Weyman [ 1 ] have, therefore, 
introduced the so-called Schur and Coschur functors that turn out to be 
the natural generalizations to commutative rings of the constructions of 
Schur and Weyl, respectively. These functors are universally free functors 
and they give rise to modules-Schur and Coschur modules-which, even 
though they are isomorphic over fields of characteristic zero, are far from 
being isomorphic over the integers. Furthermore, Schur and Coschur 
modules are indecomposable, but they are not, in general, irreducible over 
commutative rings. 
Working from a slightly different point of view, Carter and Lusztig [7] 
discovered a class of modules which are irreducible over fields of positive 
characteristic; these modules were later elegantly described by Clausen [S] 
as the images of a natural operator-the Capelli operator-whose domain 
and codomain are the so-called Weyl modules of the second and first kind, 
which turn out to be the same as Coschur and Schur modules, respectively. 
Alongside the classification of the irreducible modules lies the second 
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cornerstone of the classical theory, which is the linear reductivity of the 
general linear group GL(Q K), where K is a field of characteristic zero: 
hence, every GL(d, K)-module is a semisimple module, and the typical 
problem of the theory is that of effectively describing a given GL(d K)- 
module as a direct sum of irreducible modules. 
Unfortunately, the general linear group is not reductive over com- 
mutative rings, just as Schur and Coschur modules are not irreducible. In 
many cases, nevertheless, universal analogs of classical decomposition 
results can be obtained up to a filtration: specifically, if M is a GL(d, R)- 
module, M is, generally, not semisimple, but it is possible to endow it with 
a filtration whose associated graded object is a direct sum of Schur (or 
Coschur) modules of the type which results in the classical case; thanks to 
the reductivity of the group over fields of characteristic zero, this implies 
the original decomposition rule. 
A celebrated decomposition result over fields of characteristic zero is the 
Littlewood-Richardson rule, which describes the full decomposition of the 
tensor product of two irreducible modules. The problem arises of finding 
versions of this result which hold for the several different classes of modules 
which yield universal analogs of the irreducible representations. 
To the best of our knowledge, the first success in this direction was 
gained by Clausen [9] for Specht modules of the first kind. Furthermore, 
Boffi [4] recently discovered a suggestive solution for the class of Schur 
modules. 
A notable open problem-with the exception of the very special case of 
Pieri’s formulae (Boffi [5] )-was that of obtaining a universal version of 
the Littlewood-Richardson rule which held in the apparently harder setting 
of Coschur modules. The solution of this problem is the main objective of 
the present study and we now proceed to describe the principal ideas which 
served as a guide in its development. 
The first of these ideas is the new construction for Coschur modules, 
which is described in the last section of the paper. Actually, we recognize 
that the straightening formula for symmetrized bideterminants of Clausen 
[S], as well as the straightening law and the standard basis theorem for 
Coschur modules of Akin, Buchsbaum and Weyman [ 11, can be regarded 
as special cases of the Skew-straightening Formula of Doubilet and Rota 
[12]. This new presentation makes Coschur modules more manageable 
and closer to Schur modules, henceforth allowing to adapt to the present 
setting some of the ideas of Bofft and to plan a strategy of solution formally 
similar to that used by Bofft in the case of Schur modules. Nevertheless, it 
is worth remarking that the problem for Coschur modules reveals striking 
differences and further difficulties with respect to the case of Schur 
modules; for example, it is possible to represent the tensor product of two 
Schur modules as a submodule of a third Schur module-a crucial point in 
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Bolli’s contruction-while no such property appears for Coschur modules. 
At bottom, this is a consequence of some radical differences between their 
respective straightening algorithms. 
In order to avoid these difficulties, what is needed is an extension of the 
theory of straightening algorithms which encompasses and unifies the 
techniques previously introduced, thus allowing to profit from their dif- 
ferent capabilities within one and the same algebraic context. This chance is 
given by the theory recently developed by Rota and Stein [22], which 
provides the main technical tools as well as the natural language for the 
present work. Part of the theory of Rota and Stein is summarized in Sec- 
tion 2 [or the convenience of the reader; the definitions and the results are 
here formulated in a setting which is less general than the original one but 
is sufficiently general for our purposes. The main feature of the theory is 
that it deals with a common generalization of the notions of determinant 
and permanent, namely, a multilinear form which is symmetric in a group 
of variables (positive elements) and alternating in the remaining variables 
(negative elements), taking values in the tensor product of a symmetric 
algebra and an exterior algebra which is called the letterplace algebra. The 
notion of standard tableau is consequently extended, therefore obtaining 
very general versions of the Straightening Law (Theorem 2.2) and of the 
Standard Basis Theorem (Theorem 2.3), which encompass both the 
Straightening Formula of Doubilet, Rota and Stein [ 131 and the Skew- 
straightening Formula of Doubilet and Rota [12]. 
Now, the structure of the present paper can be described as follows. To 
each Young shape r~, we associate a submodule of the letterplace algebra 
which is called Weyl module and is denoted by the symbol u/e)ll(o) (Sec- 
tion 3); this submodule is spanned by the determinants of bitableaux whose 
right tableau is of Deruyts type (that is, it contains only negative symbols 
and its ith column contains only the ith symbol of the alphabet), while its 
left tableau is any tableau of shape 0 containing only positive symbols. 
Keeping in mind the description of Schur modules in terms of bitableaux 
(see, e.g., [lo]), one realizes that Weyl modules are indeed the analogs, in 
the exterior algebra, of Schur modules. Actually, as is shown in Section 5, 
the Weyl module relative to a given Young shape turns out to be 
isomorphic, in a natural way, to the Coschur module relative to the con- 
jugate shape; thus, the universal version of the Littlewood-Richardson rule 
is here stated and proved for the tensor product of two Weyl modules. 
Specifically, we introduce a further class of modules, called Deruyts 
modules (Section 3), which arises from a common generalization of both 
the notions of Weyl and Schur modules; the tensor product of two Weyl 
modules is isomorphic, in a natural way, to a submodule of a Deruyts 
module, called the Skew submodule (Theorem 4.2). Then, we examine a set 
of elements of this Deruyts module-shuffle elements, for short-which are 
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shown to belong to the Skew submodule (Theorem 3.3). Moreover, we 
prove that a subset of shuffle elements-standard Yamanouchi shuffles-is 
a basis of the Skew module (Theorem 4.7); this basis gives rise to a natural 
filtration whose associated graded object is the direct sum of Weyl modules 
described by the classical Littlewood-Richardson rule. 
2. THE STRAIGHTENING LAW 
Let E be a finite set, and Man(E) the free monoid generated by E. 
Elements w  of Man(E) are called words; the identity of Man(E) is called 
the empty word If w  E Man(E) is not the empty word, 
w=x,x2....x,, XI EE, 
we say that w  has length n, and write l(w) = n. The empty word is of length 
zero, by definition. The content of a non-empty word w  in Man(E) is the 
function cant(w) from E to the set of non-negative integers that assigns to 
each x in E the number cont(w; x) of its occurrences in w. 
A shape o is a finite sequence of positive integers c = (o,, 02, . . . . (TV), such 
that a,> aj whenever i <j, The conjugate shape C- = (0; , a;, . . . . a; ) of e 
is defined by setting c,: to be equal to the number of entries oi of o such 
that oi>j. 
A Young tableau of shape o = (c,, e2, . . . . a,) over the finite set E is a 
finite sequence of words Y = (w,), i = 1,2, . . . . n, where wj E Man(E) is of 
length oi. The content of the Young tableau Y= (wi) is the function 
cont( Y) = C, cont(w,). 
Let Y= (wi) be a Young tableau of shape o; writing 
. . 
w; = XliXZi.. . , for i = 1, 2, . . . . cri. 
The Young tableau Y” = (w; ), of shape (T-, is called the conjugate tableau 
of Y. 
Given two shapes o = ((TV, cr2, . . . . D,J, r = (r,, t2, . . . . rm), we write r 6 (r 
whenever m < n and ri < cri for every i < m. Let Y= (Wi) be a Young 
tableau of shape C, and let z 4 o; we define the z-subtableau of Y to be the 
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unique tableau v’= (w;) of shape r such that, for every i= 1,2, . . . . m, 
wi = w:wl’ for some word wi’; the finite sequence Y” = (w:‘), i= 1, 2, . . . . m, is 
called the (a - r)-skew part of Y. 
EXAMPLE. Let E = (a,, az, . . . . ), cr = (3, 3,2, 1). A Young tableau of 
shape o over E is Y= (w,, w2, We, w,), with 
w, =a3a,a6 
w, = a7aza7 
wg=a,a9 
w4=a3 
The conjugate shape of (T is G - = (4, 3,2), and the conjugate tableau of Y 
is Y- = (w;, w; , w;), with 
k WI = a,a,a,a, 
W2 % =a,aza9 
W3 - = a6u7 
Let t = (2, 1, 1); then, r < G, and the r-subtableau of Y is Y’= (w’,, wi, w;), 
with 
w; = aja, 
w\=a, 
w;=a, 
and its (a - t)-skew part is Y” = (w’,‘, w;, w;, wi), with 
w;=a6 
ws = a,a, 
w;=a9 
w&‘=a3. 
A signed set is a finite set E together with two mutually disjoint subsets, 
E+, E-, such that ECUE- = E, whose elements are called positive and 
negative, respectively. 
The extended signed set Ed = E$ v E; of a signed set E is defined by set- 
ting: 
(i) Ed = E--; 
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(ii) E: is the set of all ordered pairs a”‘, with a E Ef and ie N, 
where N denotes the set of positive integers. 
The element a”’ is the ith divided power of a; set a(” = a. The free monoid 
generated by the extended signed set E, is called the divided powers monoid 
generated by the signed set E, and will be denoted by the symbol Div(E). 
The monoid homomorphism 
disp : Div( E) -+ Mon( E) 
is generated by setting 
disp(x) =x if x6 EP, 
disp( u(j)) = ui if UEE+. 
If w  E Div( E), set 
l(w) = I(disp(w)), 
cant(w) = cont(disp(w)). 
The weight 1 w  1 of w  E Div(E) is defined as 
/WI = 1 cont(w; x). 
YEE- 
A word w  E Div(E), w  = xl.xz.. . xk, xi E E,, is called a normal word 
whenever, for every i, if x, = a ‘p’ for some a E E+ and some positive integer 
p, then x, # &’ for every j # i and for every positive integer q. 
EXAMPLE. Let w=u$3’h,b,u\2)b,, with u,,u,~E+, b,, b,EE-. Then, 
disp(w)=u2u2u,b,b2u,u,b, 
and 1 w  1 = 3. Moreover, w  is a normal word, while v = u,~~b~u\~)a\~’ is not 
normal. 
Given a word w  =x1x2 ... x, in Div(E), the negative subword of w  will be 
the word w- = x,,xi2.. . xlk, with xii E E- for j = 1, 2, . . . . k, il < i2 < . ‘. < ik 
and cont(w-‘; x) = cont(w; x) for every x E E-. A word w  E Div(E) is called 
negative simple whenever cont(w; x) d 1 for every x E E-. 
EXAMPLE. Let w  = b,u~2~b3b,u\3)b,, with U;E E+, bjE E-; then, 
W- = 6, b,b2b,. w  is negative simple. 
If v, w  are negative simple words with cont(v - ) = cont(w ~ ) and if 
V- =x,xz...xk, then w- =x,(~,.x,(~) .‘..x,(~) for some permutation 0 of 
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(1, 2, . ..) k); we define sign(v, w)=sign(a). If v, w  are both equal to the 
empty word, set sign(v, w) = 1; in all other cases, set sign(v, w  ) = 0. 
EXAMPLE. Let v=a,bzb,b,b,a,, w=a2b,a,b,b,b,, with alEE+. 
b,EE-; then, sign(v. w)= -1. 
A Young tableau of shape (T over the extended signed set E, is a finite 
sequence Y= (wi) of words in Div(E) such that the sequence 
disp( Y) = (disp(w,)) 
is a Young tableau of shape (T over the set E. 
EXAMPLE. LET w,=aj3’b,, w,=a,a,a,, w,=a,a,; then, Y=(w,) is a 
Young tableau of shape (4, 3,2) over E,. 
A Young tableau Y = (w,) over the extended signed set E,, will be called 
normal whenever wi is a normal word for every i. 
Now let a linear order over the signed set E be given. We define a linear 
order over the set of all Young tableaux over E as follows: if Y= (wi), 
Y’ = (w:) are Young tableaux, set 
Y< Y’whenever w,w~w~~~~~w’,w~w~~~~ 
in the lexicographic order. 
A word w  E Mon( E), w  = x,.x2 . x,,, is said to be positive-strict standard 
(relative to a given linear order over E) whenever the following conditions 
are met: 
(i) if X, E E+, then X, < x,, , ; 
(ii) if .X~E E-, then s,<x,+ ,. 
Analogously, w  is said to be negative-strict standard whenever the 
following conditions are met: 
(i) if .xjeE’, then x,<s~+,; 
(ii) ifxjEEP, then x,:J.x~+,. 
A tableau Y= (w,) over the signed set E is said to be standard (relative 
to a given linear order over E) whenever each word wi is negative-strict 
standard and, writing Y- = (w;) for the conjugate tableau of Y, each w; 
is positive-strict standard. 
EXAMPLE. Let E+ = {ai, az, . . . . a,}, E- = {b,, b,, . . . . b,,}, with 
a, < a2 < . . <a, <b, < b2 < . .. b,. The Young tableau Y = (wi), over E, 
with 
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w, =a,a,a,b,b, 
wz=a,b,b,b, 
w3=a,b, 
is standard. 
Let Y be a Young tableau of shape o over E, and r G (T. Y will be said 
(o- r)-standard whenever, writing (w:) and (w,!‘) for the (o-r)-skew part 
of Y and the (a- - r-)-skew part of its conjugate, respectively, each word 
w: is negative-strict standard, and each w,!’ is positive-strict standard. 
EXAMPLE. Let c = (5,4,3, l), r = (3,2, 1); the Young tableau of shape 
(T, Y= (w,), with 
w, = b2a,a,a2a2 
w2 = a,a,b, b, 
w3 = b,a,b, 
is (a - r)-standard. 
Let R be a commutative ring, with 1 # 0. The superalgebra S(E) 
generated by the signed set E is defined to be the quotient algebra of the 
semigroup algebra generated by Div(E) over R with respect to the ideal 
generated by 
uv-(-l)‘““V’vu, u, v E Div( E); 
2 
a, aEEP; 
The elements of the image of the canonical map from Div(E) to S(E) will 
be called decomposable elements with respect to the signed set E. The sym- 
bol Div(E) will be used frequently to denote the set of all decomposable 
elements of S(E). 
The module S(E) 0 S(E) is given the structure of an algebra (over R) by 
setting 
(a@b)(c@d)=(-l)‘btici (ac@bd), 
where a, b, c, d E Div(E), and extending by linearity. 
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The following rules consistently define a coassociative coproduct 
A: S(E) +S(E)@S(E): 
(1) if aEE-, set Aa=a@1+1~a; 
(2) if aeE+ and MIEN, set Aa’“‘=a”“Ol +&+“@a+...+ 
1 @a’“‘; 
(3) if b,cES(E), A(bc)=AbAc. 
With the above coproduct, with the augmentation E defined by E(W)= 1 
if w  is the empty word, s(w)=0 otherwise, and with the antipode defined 
by (I)=’ w, the algebra S(E) is a Hopf algebra. 
Furthermore, the superalgebra S(E) is isomorphic-as a Hopf 
algebra-to the algebra A(M- where A(M-) is the exterior 
algebra of the free R-module MP generated by E-, and D(M+) is the 
divided power algebra of the free R-module M+ generated by E+. Hence, 
the superalgebra S(E) can be regarded as both a GL(M+ ) and a GL(M- )- 
module, with respect to the induced actions. 
Let w  be a decomposable element in S(E), and k a positive integer. A 
split set of order k for w  will be a finite set S,(w) of k-tuples (wf , WI?, . . . . wf), 
ie I, such that: 
(i) {wf@w:@ ... @ wf;; ie I} is a linearly independent set in 
S(E)@S(E)@...@S(E); 
(ii) there exist integer coefficients c(w; wf w: ... wf) such that 
If S,(w)= (( ! w, , wf, . . . . wf); i E I} is a split set of order k for w, and h, , 
I&, . . . . h, is a k-tuple of non-negative integers, the subset of Sk(w) 
S(W;h,,h2, . . . . hk)= ((w!, wf, . . . . w~);ieZ,I(~J)=h~), 
will be called a class of the split set S,(w). 
EXAMPLE. Let v = a’*‘bc, with a E E+, 6, c E E-. Then, 
A(v)=a’*‘bc@l +a”‘b@c-a’*‘c@b+abc@a+a’*’ 
@bc+ab@ac-ac@ab+bc@u*+a 
@abc+b@a’*)c-c@a’*‘b+ lOa’*‘bc; 
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a split set of order 2 for v is the set 
S,(v) = {(a’“bc, l), (a’%, c), (a’%, b), (abc, a), (a@‘, bc), 
(ub, UC), (UC, ub), (bc, d2’), (a, ubc), 
(b, d2’C), (c, d2’b), (1, a’%)); 
the corresponding coefficients are 
1, 1, - 1) 1, 1, 1, - 1, 1, 1, 1, - 1, 1. 
Now let w = uubc; then, 
A(w)=uubc@l +uubOc+2ubc@u-uuc@b+uuQbc 
+2ub@uc-2uc@ub+bc@uu 
+2u@ubc+b@uuc-c@uub+ 1 Oaabc; 
a split set of order 2 for w  is the set 
S,(w)= ((d2’bc, l), (uab, c), (auc, b), (ucb, a), (au, bc), 
(ab, UC), (UC, ub), (a, cab), (bc, aC2’), 
(b, d2’c), (c, uab), (1, d2’cb)}; 
the corresponding coefficients are 
2,1, -1, -2, 1, 2, -2, -2,2, 2, -1, -2. 
A class of the split set S2(w) is 
S(w; 2, 2) = {(au, bc), (ub, ac), (UC, ab), (bc, a’2’)). 
Let A, P be signed sets, with P= P- = { 1, 2, . . . . N}, and P+ = 0. We 
define the letterpluce algebra L=L,(A, P) to be the quotient of the free 
non-commutative R-algebra, with unity, generated by the pairs (a,~), 
a E A, p E P, with respect to the ideal generated by the elements. 
(a, i)(b,A + (b,j)(u, 4 for a,bEA+,i,jEP; 
(a, 4’ for UEA+,~EP; 
(a, i)(b,j) - (b,j)(a, 4 for ueA-, bEA, i,jEP. 
The canonical image of the pair (a, i) in the algebra L will be denoted by 
(a I 4. 
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We define a linear map 
det:S(A)@S(P)+L 
by setting: 
(i ) if a E S(A ), p E S(P) are decomposable elements of the same 
length greater than zero, and p = i, i, . . ik, i, E P, set 
deQa, p) = c c(a; a, . .a,)( _ 1 )‘“‘I +‘INil+ ‘.. f(k- I)lUkl 
IUI.....Ukl 
where (a,, . . . . ak) ranges over the class Sk(a; 1, 1, . . . . 1) of a split set S,(a) 
for a. 
(ii) if both a and p have length zero, set det(a, p) = 1; 
(iii) if a and p have different lengths, set det(a, p) = 0. 
We denote the image of the pair (a, p) under the map det by the symbol 
(a IPI. 
EXAMPLE. Let a = abc, with a E A +, b, c E A ~. Then, the class S,(a, 1, 1, 
1) of a split set of order 3 for a is 
{CQ, b, cl, (b, a, c), (c, a, b), (a> c, b), (b, c, ~1, (c, b, 4). 
Hence, if p = 3 12, we have 
The letterplace algebra L is isomorphic-as an R-algebra-to the tensor 
product 
where A(M+ QR N) is the exterior algebra of the product Mf OR N and 
Sym(M- OR N) is the symmetric algebra of the product M- OR N, with 
M+, M-, N the free R-modules generated by A+, A-, P, respectively. 
Hence, L can be regarded as both a GL(M+) and a GL(M-)-module, 
with respect to the induced actions, and the map det previously defined is 
both a GL(M+) and a GL(M-)-module homomorphism. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1 (Laplace expansion). Let a E Div(A), II, v E Div(P) such 
that I(a) = I(u) + I(v). Then 
(aIuv)= 1 c(a;a,a,)(-l)~P2~~U~ (a,lu)(a,lv), 
(al. 82) 
where (a,, a,) ranges over a split set for a. 
EXAMPLE. Let a = aaC2’bc, with a E A+, b, c E A -, and u, v E S(P), 
I(u) = 3, I(v) = 2. Then, 
(aIu~)=(aa’~‘lu)(bclv)-(aab(u)(acIv)+(aaclu)(ab(v)+(abclu) 
x (aC2) I v) + (abc ( u)(aa ( v) - (aC2’b Iu)(ax I v) 
+ (af2’c I u)(ab I v) 
= 3(at3’ I u)(bc I v) - 3(aC2’b Iu)(ac I v) 
+ 3(abcl u)(at2)( v) 
+ 3(a”‘c I u)(ab ( v) = 3(aC3’bcJ uv). 
Given a shape (T= (a,, . . . . 0,) and two Young tableaux Y= (a,), 
Y’ = (p,), of shape (T, with aje Div(A), pie Div(P), the determinant of the 
pair (Y, Y’) is defined to be the element (YI Y’) of the letterplace algebra: 
(Yl r)=(-l)g(a,lp,)(a21p,)...(a,lp,), 
~~~~~g=l~,IIp,I+l~,I(lp,l+lp2I~+~~~+l~,I~lp,I+~~~+I~,~,/). 
In the sequel, the determinant (Y / Y’) will frequently be written as 
aI pI 
a2 P? i 1 . . . . . . a, P, . 
THEOREM 2.2 (the straightening law). Let a, b, c E Div(A), x, y E Div(P). 
We have 
where (b,, b2), (aI, a,), (yl, yz) range over a split set for b, a, y, respectively. 
THEOREM 2.3 (the standard basis theorem). Fix two arbitrary linear 
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orders over the signed sets A and P. The set of all determinants (Sl S’), 
where S, s’ are normal tableaux over the extended signed sets A,, P,, 
respectively, such that disp(S) and disp(S’) are standard, is a basis for the 
letterplace algebra L. Moreover, every determinant (YI Y’), with Y, Y 
Young tableaux over A,, P*, respectively, can be (uniquely) written as a 
linear combination with integer coefficients of the elements of the standard 
basis by successive applications of the straightening laH>. 
3. SHUFFLE ELEMENTS 
Given a signed set E, endowed with a linear order <, the Deru.vts 
tableau of shape cr= (r~r, . . . . o,~) (0, ,( 1 El) over E (relative to the given 
linear order) will be the sequence in Man(E) 
such that 
Der(o) = (w,), i = 1 , 2, . . . . n, 
wi=blbz...b,,, 
where bj denotes the jth element of E .~ with respect to the induced order. 
Given two shapes (r, T, with 5 -+ o, a skew tableau of skew shape c//z over 
E will be a Young tableau Y of shape CJ over E such that its r-subtableau is 
Der(T) and its (a-z)-skew part consists of words in Mon(E’). 
Now fix a signed set A, together with a linear order such that, if x E A + 
and y E A -, then x > v, and fix an arbitrary linear order over the signed set 
P, with P+ = 0. These ordered signed sets will remain fixed throughout 
this section. The Deruyts module relative to the shape e will be the R-sub- 
module Deruyts(of of the letterplace algebra L = L,(A, P) spanned by all 
determinants ( YI Der(a)), where Y is a Young tableau of shape CJ over the 
extended signed set A, and Der(o) is the Deruyts tableau of shape e over 
P. 
We explicitly note that the R-module DeruJsts( a) is both a GL(M+ ) and 
a GL(M-)-submodule of the letterplace algebra. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 (standard basis theorem). The set of all determinants 
(S 1 Der(o)), where S is a normal tableau over the extended signed set A, 
such that disp(S) is standard, is a basis for the Deruyts module relative to the 
shape o. Furthermore, given any tableau Y of shape o over A, and writing 
(YI Der(a)) as a linear combination of the elements of the standard basis, 
namely, 
the integer coefficient ci is zero whenever disp( Y) < disp(Si). 
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Proof: It follows immediately by Theorem 2.3. 
Given a shape r with z 4 (T, we define the R-module Skew(a, z) to be the 
submodule of Deruyts(o) spanned by the determinants (T( Der(a)), where 
disp( T) is a skew tableau of skew shape o/z over A. Note that Skew(o, t) is 
a GL(M+ )-submodule of the letterplace algebra, but not a GL(M- )- 
submodule. 
PROPOSITION 3.2 (standard basis theorem). The set of all determinants 
(T( Der(a)), where T is a normal tableau and disp( Y) is a standard skew 
tableau of skew shape C/T over A, is a basis for the module Skew(o, z). 
Proof It follows immediately by Theorem 2.3 and by the straightening 
law (Theorem 2.2). 
Let ~=(a,, a2, . . . . ay), z = (7,) t2, . . . . t,), P = (cl,, p2, .-, pp) be shapes 
such that t, p + a and Ciri + cjpj = Ckak. A matrix M = (mV), 
i = 1, 2, . . . . r, j= 1, 2, . . . . q, with non-negative integer entries, will be called 
an admissible matrix for the triple (a, r, p) whenever 
Wlil + mi2 + . . . + miy = t,, mlj+my+...+m,,+/l,=a, 
for every i= 1, 2, . . . . r, j= 1, 2, . . . . q. 
EXAMPLE. The matrix 
111100 
M= 
021001 [ 1 101010 000110 
is an admissible matrix for the triple (a, fl, n), with a = (5, 5, 4, 3, 2, l), 
fl=(4, 4, 3, 2), n=(3, 2, 1, 1). 
Given an admissible matrix M = (m,) for the triple (a, r, ,M) and a Young 
tableau Y = (vi) of shape p, with cont(disp( Y); x) = 0 for every x E A -, the 
shuffle element S( Y, M) is the element of the Deruyts module defined as 
follows: 
r 
S(Y,M= 1 ... C fi c(a;a,,, . . . . a,) 
(all....,aly) (a, I>.../ 8,q) i= I 
al4 azy ... ar4 
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where (a,, , a,2, . . . . a,) ranges over the class S(ai; mil, . . . . m,) of a split set 
for ai, with aj=a,a,... a,; (here, uj denotes the jth letter of A ~ ). 
THEOREM 3.3. Given an admissible matrix A4 for the triple (o, t, p) and a 
Young tableau Y of shape ,a over the extended signed set A,, with 
cont(disp( Y); x) = 0 for every x E A-, the shuffle element S( Y, M) is an 
element of the submodule Skew(o, t) of the module Deruyts(o). 
The proof of the theorem easily follows by successive applications of the 
following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let o = (a,, 02) be a shape. Let vl, v2 E Div(A) with 
cont(v,;x)=O for every XEA-, i=l,2. Let b,,b, ,..., b,EDiv(A) with 
cont(bj;x)=O for every XEA’, j=l,..., r. Let (pi ,..., p,), (q ,,..., qr) be 
ordered r-tuples of non-negative integers such that l(v,) tp, + .-++p,.= ol, 
l(v2) + q, + . . . +qr=a,, andpj+qj=l(bj),j= 1, . . . . r. Then, 
c fi c(bj;b,,bJ2) 
.iz 1 
(b,1.b,?)eS(b,;p,.q,) j=’ 
= C alpi, qi,hi) C c(v1; uw) c 
(h2. ..I h,) (U.w)ES(Vl;r,.Q) j> 2 
(xv z, ) E .S( b,: .D, - /I,. q, + h, I 
x fj c(bj;xjz,) 
j> 2 
where cr(p,, qi, hi) is an integer, tz=q,-h2-...-h,, and t, =l(v,)- t,. 
Proof 
c fj c(b,; bj, b,,) 
(b,l.b,zl~Sb,;p,.4,, /= 1 
:’ :I1 : 1: Er’ 1 Der(u)) 
2 12 r2 
= c n 4bj; bj, b,,) 
i>2 (b,,.b,~~~S(b,:pi.~,~‘=2 
X c c(b,; b,,b,,) 
VI 
(bll.bl2)ES(bl:PI.Y1) 
v 
2 
The inner sum can be rewritten as 
v,b,, . ..b.lb,, 
hvA2..-br2 (*I 
643716712.2 
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where b(p;) = (- l)pl(P2+ .” +P,). By the straightening law (Theorem 2.2), 
(*) equals 
B(Pi) B’(Pi) 1 c c 
h2 . . . . . h, (U.W)E SCv~:r~.tz) ia 2 
(X,,Y,)ES(bjl:P,-h,‘h,) 
x c(v, b,, . ..b.,; ux2 “.x,wy2 . ..y.) 
’ 
blux2...x, 
(WY, . ..y.) v2b22 . ..b., 
where t,=q,-h,-...- h,, t, =l(v,) - t,, and fi’(pi)= (-1)‘(bl)(~2+ +f+). 
We claim that 
where 
c(vlb21 . . . b,,; ux2.. . x,wy, . . . y,) 
= c(v, ; uw) 02, ; x2 ~2) . ..c(b.,; xry,) Qp,, hi), 
which depends only on the integers pi, hi. Hence, (*) equals 
hz. . . . . h, 
X c c(v1; uw) c 
(U.W)ES(VI; 11.12) ja2 
(x,.y,)~S(b,1;p,-h,,h,) 
X n c(b.j, ; Xj Yj) 
u b,x,...x, 
j2 2 w ~2 ~2 b,, ~3 b,,...yrb 
where 6(hi) = + 1, @(hi, qi) = + 1 are signs depending only on the hi’s and 
hi, qis, respectively. 
By coassociativity, 
c h c(bj; bjlbj2) 1 
j 2, 2 
(x,.~,,~S(b,l;~,~h,,h,) 
n c(bj,; XjYj) ( ub,x,...x, 
J>2 wv,y,b22~3b32...~rbr2 
= c fi c(bj; XjZj) C 
j>2 
(x,,z,)6S(b,:p, -h,,q,+h,) i=2 
j>2 
(Y,, b,ds S@,; h,, 9,) 
X n C(Zji YjbJT) 
u b, x2.“x, 
j > 2 wv,y,b22Y3b32...yrbr2 
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= c 
j>2 i22 
(x,.z,)~S(b,;p,-h,.q,+h,) 
x Q(hi, 4i) 
u b, x2 . ..x. 
w~z~zb,,~,b32...~rbr2 
where 
f2(hi, q;)= n 4ii.h’ . 
i>2 ( *) 
Setting abiT 9i3 hi) = P(Pi) P’(Pi) e(Pi9 hi) athi) @(hi, qi) Q(hi, qi)j we get 
the assertion. 
4. THE LITTLEWOOD-RICHARDSON RULE FOR WEYL MODULES 
In the following, we assume that a linear order < over the signed set A 
is given, with the property that, if XE A + and y E A -, then x >y. The 
transposed order of < will be the order < * over A defined as follows: 
(i) if .y, ycAf and ~<y, then x<*v; 
(ii) if x, yeA- and ?c<y, then x<*y; 
(iii) if XEA+ and SEA-, then .x<*+v. 
We explicitly note that, given a shape CJ, the Deruyts tableau of shape CJ 
over A with respect to the order 6 is the same as the Deruyts tableau of 
shape 0 over A with respect to the order < *; moreover, if Y is a Young 
tableau over A such that cont( Y; x) = 0 for every x E A ~ (or for every 
x E A + ), then Y is standard with respect to d if and only if it is standard 
with respect to d *. 
Now fix a linear order over P. 
Let B be a shape. The module Weyl(a) will be the GL(M+)-submodule 
of Deruyts(a) spanned by the determinants (YI Der(a)), where Y is a 
Young tableau of shape (T over the extended signed set Ad, such that 
cont(disp( Y; x)) = 0 for every x E A-. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The set { (Yj Der(a))}, where Y is a normal tableau 
such that disp( Y) is standard and cont(disp( Y); x) = Ofor every XE A-, is a 
basis for the module Weyl(a). 
Proof Immediate from Proposition 3.1. 
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Let 0 = (a,, . . . . u,), r = (T,, . . . . z,) be shapes. We denote by the symbol 
a@ r the shape (c1r, . . . . CC,+,) defined as follows 
a1 = U] + z1 
al=(r2+z1 
. . . 
a,=a,+z, 
a n+l =z* 
a nt2= =2 
a n+m= WI. z 
Given two positive integers p, q, 6(p, q) will denote the “rectangular 
shape,” namely, the shape (6,) . . . . 6,) such that S, = q for every j < p. 
Let Y= (w,), Y’= (w:) be Young tableaux of shapes 0 = (o,, . . . . on), 
z = (z,, . ..) r,), respectively; we denote by YQ Y’ the Young tableau (uj) of 
shape CJ 0 r defined as 
uj= b,b, . . . b,,w, for j<n, 
u,=w; for n<j<m+n, 
where bj denotes the jth letter of A ~. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let o = (a,, . . . . on), z = (TV, . . . . 7,) be shapes. The map 
((YIDer(a)), (Y’IDer(r)))+(Y@Y’IDer(a@r)) 
uniquely defines a GL(M + )-module monomorphism 
43: Weyl(a) QR Weyi(z) -+ Deruyts(o Q 7). 
Furthermore, 
Im( @) = Skew(a @ T, 6(n, TV)). 
Proof: The straightening law (Theorem 2.2) implies that, for every pair 
(Y, Y’), with (Yl Der(o))E Weylfo), (Y’I Der(r))E WeyZ(r), and 
(YI Der(a)) = c CA Y,I Der(a)), 
(Y’ 1 Der(r)) = 1 dj( YJ 1 Der(r)), 
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where Yi, Yj are normal tableaux such that disp( Yi) and disp( YJ) are 
standard, we have 
(YO Y’IDer(cr@r))=~c,d,(Y,@ YJIDer(o@r)). 
By Propositions 3.1, 3.2, and 4.1 the assertion follows. 
Our final goal is to exhibit a filtration of the module 
Skew(o@r, 6(n, rl)), whose associated graded object turns out to be 
isomorphic to the module prescribed by the Littlewood-Richardson rule. 
To this aim, we recall some combinatorial notions, which will play a 
crucial role in the sequel. 
Let C= {cl, c2, . . . . c,) be a finite linearly ordered set. A word w  in 
Man(C) will be called homogeneous whenever there exists a positive integer 
k such that, for every x E C, we have either cont(w; x) = 0 or cont(w; x) = k. 
A Yamanouchi word over C is a word x1.x2 .. xk E Man(C) such that, for 
every i< k, the number of times cj appears in the word X, x2.. . xi is not 
smaller than the number of times c,, I appears. 
Now let D = {d,, d2, . . . . )- be a finite, but sufliciently large linearly 
ordered set, and let w = x1 ... xP be a word in Man(C). The dual D-word of 
w  is the word w*=y, . ..y.,~Mon(D) defined as 
4;=d,,withi= #(k;k3j,x,=xi}, for j=1,2 ,..., p. 
Clearly, the dual D-word of a homogeneous word is a homogeneous 
word. Furthermore, we have: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let W be the set of all homogeneous Yamanouchi 
words in Man(C). The map w -+ w* is an injection from W to Man(D). 
EXAMPLE. w,=c,c1c2c3c2, w2=c,c,c2c2c3, w3=c1czc,c,c2c2 are 
Yamanouchi words, and w3 is homogeneous. The dual D-words of 
w,, w2,w3 are w:=d2d,d2d,d,, w:=d,d,d,d,d,, w:=d,d,d*d,d,d,. 
Now let Y be a Young tableau of shape a over the set C; setting (w,) for 
the (a -/?)-part of Y (/?~a), with wk =xk,,xk2 ‘..x~.~~, we define the 
(a -B) - C-word associated to Y to be the word in Mon( C) 
The tableau Y will be said to be a (a - /?)-Yamanouchi tableau 
whenever its associated (a - fl)-C-word is a Yamanouchi word. 
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Let M = (my), i = 1,2, . . . . p, j = 1,2, . . . . q, be an admissible matrix for the 
triple of shapes (a, 8, K). The C-tableau associated to M will be the Young 
tableau T = (wi) of shape a over the finite linearly ordered set 
c= {Cl, c2, . . . . c,> (nap) such that 
w  = q C7’l p1 . . . pm 
J P ’ 
j= 1, 2, . ..) q. 
EXAMPLE. Let a = (5, 5, 4, 3, 2, l), p = (4, 4, 3, 2) 7c = (3, 2, 1, 1); an 
admissible matrix for (a, /I, 7t) is 
0 
0 
0 
1 
The C-tableau associated to M is (w,), with 
w,= c, c, c, c, c, 
w2= c, c, c, c, c, 
1 
_ _ 
w3= Cl Cl c2 C3 
we= c, c, (‘4 
wz= c3 c.l 
we= c2 
and the associated (a - rr)-C-word is 
The admissible matrix M will be called a Yumanouchi matrix whenever 
its associated C-tableau is a (a - n)-Yamanouchi tableau and its conjugate 
tableau is (a- - n-)-standard (where C is meant as a signed set, with 
c+ =@). 
EXAMPLE. The matrix 
is an admissible matrix for the triple (a, /I, rc), with c1= (5, 4, 4, 4, 2), 
/I = (3, 3, 3) rr = (4, 3, 1, 1, 1). Its associated C-tableau is Y= (w,), with 
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whose associated (M- x)-C-word is c c c c c c c c c I 1 2 2 1 3 3 2 35 which is a 
Yamanouchi word. Since Y G is (c( - - 7c - )-standard, M is a Yamanouchi 
matrix. 
Now, we fix two shapes c = ((T,, . . . . G,,), r = (r,, . . . . T,), and describe 
a representation-theoretical relevant basis for the module 
Skew(a@r,S(n, t,))z Weyl(o)@ Weyl(r). In order to do this, we can 
restrict ourselves to considering admissible matrices for triples 
(a @ r, 6(n, z, ), p), with p 6 g @ z; in the sequel, for the sake of readability, 
these matrices will be called padmissible matrices. 
Let Y be a Young tableau of shape p < 0 @z over the extended signed 
set A,, with cont(disp( Y); X) = 0 for every x E A -, and M a p-admissible 
matrix; the shuffle element S( Y, M) will be called a standard Yamanouchi 
shufJle whenever A4 is a Yamanouchi matrix and Y is a normal tableau 
such that disp( Y) is standard. 
Given a standard Yamanouchi shuffle S( Y, M), we define its leading 
tableau to be the Young tableau L( Y, M) of shape 0 @T over the extended 
signed set A, such that its p-subtableau is Y and its associated (a @ r - p)- 
A--word is the A--dual word of the ((aOr)-p)-C-word of the C-tableau 
associated to the matrix M. 
EXAMPLE. Let 0=(2,2, l), 2=(3.2), ~=(3,2,2, 1, 1); then, a@r= 
(5, 4, 4, 3, 2). An admissible matrix for the triple (a@ r, 6(3, 3), p) is 
which is a Yamanouchi matrix. In fact, the C-tableau associated to M is 
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whose conjugate is (((T @ r) - - p - )-standard, and whose associated 
(g@ z - p)-C-word is the Yamanouchi word c c c c c c c c c 112132323. 
Now let Y be a normal Young tableau of shape p over the extended 
signed set A,, such that cont(disp( Y); x) = 0 whenever x E A-, and disp( Y) 
is standard. The leading tableau L( Y, M) of the standard Yamanouchi 
shuffle S( Y, M) is 
a3 
PROPOSITION 4.4. The display of the leading tableau of a standard 
Yamanouchi shuffle is a standard tableau with respect to the order < *. 
Proof See, e.g., [l, p. 2571. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let S( Y, M), S( Y’, M’) be standard Yamanouchi 
shuffles, with M # M’. Then, L( Y,M) # L( Y’, M’). 
Proof: Immediate from Proposition 4.3. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let S( Y, M) be a standard Yamanouchi shuffle. Then, 
S( Y, M) can be uniquely written as 
S( Y, M) = f L( Y, AI) + c ci( Yi I Der(o 0 r)), 
where L( Y, M) is the leading tableau of S( Y, M), the Yi’s are normal 
tableaux such that their displays are standard tableaux with respect to the 
order < *, the cls are integers and, for every i, Yi < L( Y, M) in the 
lexicographic order induced by < *. 
Proof By definition, the shuffle element S( Y, M) can be written as 
S( Y, M) = 1 dj(Xi I Der(o 0 z)), 
where the Xis are tableaux whose p-subtableau is Y. The standard tableau 
L( Y, M) appears among the Xis with coefficient f 1, and straightforward 
computations show that any other Xi is smaller than L( Y, M) in the 
lexicographic order induced by d *. The straightening law implies the 
assertion. 
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THEOREM 4.7. The set of all standard Yamanouchi shuffles S( Y, M), as 
Y ranges over the set of all normal tableaux of shape p < aQ z such that 
disp( Y) is standard and cont(disp( Y); x) = 0 for every x E A -, and M ranges 
over the set of all u-admissible Yamanouchi matrices, is a basis for the 
module Skew(o 0 z, 6(n, zl)). 
Proof By Proposition 4.6 and the standard basis theorem for the 
module Deruyts(a@ r) (Proposition 3.1) with respect to the order < *, the 
set of all standard Yamanouchi shuffles is linearly independent in the 
module Deruyts(o @ r); furthermore, it follows from the work of Baclawski 
[2, Theorem 8.71 (see also Boffi [4, p. 54 ff.]) that the cardinality of the set 
of all standard Yamanouchi shuffles equals the cardinality of the set of all 
pairs (X, X’), with X, X’ normal tableaux of shapes 0 and T over A,, such 
that disp(X) and disp(X’) are standard, and cont(disp(X); X) 
= 0 = cont(disp(X’); x) for every x E A-, and, hence, it equals the rank of 
the free module Skew(a@s, 6(n, t,)) zz Weyl(o)@ Weyl(t) (compare 
Theorem4.2). Suppose now that the commutative ring R is Q, the field of 
rationals; given any element (A’Der(o@r)) in Skew(o@z, 6(n, t,)), it can 
be uniquely written as a linear combination, with rational coefficients, 
(Y(Der(aOr))=~c,S(Yi,M,) 
I 
of standard Yamanouchi shuffles; Propositions 4.6 and 3.1 imply that the 
c:s are actually integers, and the assertion follows. 
We define a linear order on the set of all Yamanouchi matrices which are 
p-admissible matrices for some p< 00 r, as follows: let M, M’ be 
Yamanouchi matrices which are ,u and $-admissible, respectively. Then: 
(i) if p < $ in the lexicographic order, set A4 < M’; 
(ii) if p = p’, setting T, 7” for the C-tableaux associated to M, M’, 
respectively, set M < M’ whenever T< T’. 
We now define a filtration (FM} of the module Skew(o@z, 6(n, 5,)) in 
the following way: given a Yamanouchi matrix M, F,,, is the R-submodule 
of Skew(a @ r, 6(n, rI)) spanned by all standard Yamanouchi shuffles 
S( Y, M’), with M’ 3 M. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let M be a u-admissible Yamanouchi matrix, and Y a 
Young tableau of shape ,u with cont(disp( Y); x) = 0 for every XE A-. The 
shuffle element S( Y, M) belongs to the filtration element FIM. More 
precisely, it can be uniquely written as 
S( Y, M) = 1 c;S( Y;, M) + c djS( Yj, Mj), (*) 
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where S( Y,, M), S( Y,, Mj) are standard Yamanouchi shuffles for every i, j, 
and the Mis are uj-admissible Yamanouchi matrices, with pi > u. Further- 
more, the coefficients c;s uniquely defined in the relation (* ) are precisely the 
coefficients in the expansion 
of the determinant (YI Der(p)) in terms of the standard basis of Weyl(p). 
Proof. By definition, the shuffle element S( Y, M) equals the linear 
combination of determinants 
SC Y, W = 1 dk(Xk I Der(o 0 cl)), 
where the Xk’s are tableaux whose CL-subtableau is Y. By successive 
applications of the straightening law to standardness violations in the p- 
subtableau Y, we can rewrite S( Y, M) as 
S(Y,M)=Cc,S(Y,,M)+Cei(T,IDer(aO~)), 
I i 
where the S( Y,, M) are standard Yamanouchi shuffles and every tableau T, 
is such that T, = (w,,,), with w~,~ = uj,,vj,,, u~,~ E Div(A + ), v~,~ E Div(A ~ ), 
and (uj,,) is a Young tableau of shape pj > p. Now, we remark that the 
linear combination 
can be written in the following two ways: 
(a) cj ei(TJ I Der(a 0 r)) = Cifi(Sij Der(o 0 r)), with disp(Si) stan- 
dard for every i; 
(b) C,ej(TjIDer(aOz))=C,fhS(Y,,M,), where S(Yk,Mk) are 
standard Yamanouchi shuffles for every k. 
By Proposition 3.1, in the expression (a) the coefficient f, is different from 
zero only if Si admits a subtableau Si. of shape strictly greater than p such 
that cont(disp(S:); x) =0 for every XEA-. Comparing (a) and (b), the 
assertion follows from Proposition 4.6. 
COROLLARY 4.9. Every filtration element F, is a GL(M+ )-submodule of 
Skew(a@t, 6(n, 7,)). 
THEOREM 4.10 (the Littlewood-Richardson rule for Weyl modules). Let 
M be a u-admissible Yamanouchi matrix, and M’ the Yamanouchi matrix 
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such that M’ > A4 and {M”; A4 < M” < M’} = fa in the linear order 
previously defined. The map 
where Y is a Young tableau of shape p such that cont(disp( Y; x)) = 0 for 
ever?’ XE A-, uniquel,v defines a GL( M+ )-module isomorphism 
@i,.M : Wdb) -+ Fb,IFAf,. 
ProoJ: The fact that @p,M is a linear isomorphism follows by 
Proposition 4.8 and by the linear independence of standard Yamanouchi 
shuttles. By definition, it is immediately seen that @J~,~ is actually a 
GL(M+ )-module isomorphism. 
5. WEYL MODULES AND COSCHUR MODULES 
Let B = {h, < b2 < ... < bd}, P = (1, 2, . . . . NJ be linearly ordered finite 
signed sets, with B+ = fzr = Pt. 
Let us consider the letterplace algebra L,(B, P) spanned by the sets B, P 
over a fixed commutative ring with unity, R. L,(B, P) is isomorphic, as an 
R-algebra, to the symmetric algebra Sym(M OR N), where A4, N are the 
free R-modules generated by B, P, respectively. By the isomorphism 
GL(M) z GL(d, R), the letterplace algebra L,(B, P) is a GL(d, R)-module, 
with respect to the induced action. 
Let r~ = (o,, IS?, . . . . a,) be a shape such that p = CJ, + ... + on < N. The 
canonical tableau of shape cr over the set P is the tableau Can(o) = (wi), 
with 
EXAMPLE. Let u = (4, 3, 2); then, 
1 2 3 4 
Can(o)= 5 6 7 
8 9 
Given two Young tableaux over B, Y= (w,), Y’ = (w:) of the same shape 
6, set 
Yz:, Y 
whenever c(wi) = c(w:) for every i. 
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Similarly, set 
Yz:,. Y’ 
whenever Y- z.r Y’-, where Y-, Y’ - are the conjugate tableaux of Y, Y’, 
respectively. 
Furthermore, we define 
sign( Y, Y’) = ni sign(w,, w:). 
EXAMPLE. Consider the Young tableaux Y= (w,), Y’ = (w:), of shape 
(4, 3, 2), with 
w1 =b,b,b,b, 
w2=b,b,b, 
~3 = b,bz. 
w; = b,b2b3b4 
w; = b2b,b, 
w;=b,b,. 
We have Yx, Y’, and sign( Y, Y’) = 1. 
Let Y be a Young tableau of shape o over B. Following Clausen [S; see 
also 31, we define the symmetrized determinant 
( q I Can(@) 
as follows: 
(m ICan(a C (Y’lCan(a)). 
Y'q Y 
If X, Y are Young tableaux of shape u over B, set 
sign(X, q )= 1 sign(X, Y’). 
Y'Z, Y 
EXAMPLE. Consider the Young tableau Y= (wi) of shape g = (3, 3, 1) 
with 
w,=b,b,b, 
w2 = b,b,b, 
w3=b,. 
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The Coschur module Coschur(a) relative to the shape CJ is the R-sub- 
module of the letterplace algebra L(B, P) spanned by all symmetrized 
determinants 
( q I Can(a)), 
where Y is a Young tableau of shape c over B. 
It is easily seen that Coschur(a) is a GL(d, R) - submodule of the letter- 
place algebra. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let { Y, , . . . . Y,> be the set of all standard tableaux of 
shape B over B. The set 
{(m ICan(o));i=l,...,kJ 
is a basis for the module Coschur(a). Moreover, every symmetrized deter- 
minant 
(m ICan( 
can be written as 
Cm ICan(o i c,(m ICan(o 
where the c,‘s are integers, and the k-tuple (cl, . . . . ck) is the unique solution of 
the (triangular) system of linear equations 
,$, cisign(Yj, q )=sign(Y,, q ), j= 1,2 ,..., k. 
Proof: See [3]. 
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Now let A = {a, <a, < ... <ad} be a linearly ordered signed set, with 
A-=@, and let 
@:A+B 
be the order preserving bijection 
@(ai) = bi. 
The bijection @ uniquely defines an isomorphism 
@: Man(A) + Man(B). 
Moreover, if Y= (wi) is a Young tableau over A, let O(Y) be the Young 
tableau over B: 
Let L,(A, P) be the letterplace algebra over R spanned by the sets A, P. 
L,(A, P) is isomorphic, as an R-algebra, to the exterior algebra 
A(M’ OR N), where M’ is the free R-module generated by A. By the 
isomorphism GL(M’)%GL(Q R), L,(A, P) is a GL(d, R)-module, with 
respect to the induced action. 
Let w  be a word in Man(A), w  = x,.x2 . . x,. We define the monomial 
associated to w  as follows: 
m(w) = (xl 11)(x,/2) ~~~(x,ln)~L,(A, PI. 
Furthermore, if Y = (wi) is a Young tableau of shape (T = (0, , . . . . ck) over 
A, set 
m(Y)=m(w,)m(w,)...m(wk). 
EXAMPLE. Let Y= (wi) be the Young tableau over A: 
We have 
w1 = a,a3a, 
w2 = a,a,a, 
w3=a,. 
m(Y) = (aI I 1 )(a3 I2)(4 I 3)(a3 I l)(a, I 2)(al I3)(+ I 1). 
Given a shape U, we denote by the symbol M(a) the R-submodule of the 
letterplace algebra L,(A, I’) spanned by the elements m( Y), as Y ranges 
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over the set of all Young tableaux of shape o over A. The module M(o) is 
endowed with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form [, ] defined as 
[m(X), m(Y)] = sign(X”, Y-), 
where X-, Y- are the conjugate tableaux of X, Y, respectively. We note 
that Weyl(a) is an R-submodule of M(g). Furthermore, we have: 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let Y be a normal tableau of shape c over the exten- 
ded signed set A,, and X a Young tableau of the same shape over the set A. 
Then, 
[( YI Der(a)), m(X)] = sign(X’, )(disp(Y))-l ). 
Proof: Since Y is a normal tableau, we have 
where the sum ranges over all Young tableaux Y’ of shape CJ over A such 
that Y’z, disp( Y); the assertion now follows from the definition of the 
bilinear form. 
Let Y be a normal tableau of shape o over the extended signed set A,. 
We write Y* for the Young tableau of shape G- over the set B defined as 
Y* = @(disp( Y) % ). 
EXAMPLE. Let o = (4, 3,2), and Y = (v,) be the normal tableau of shape 
o over A, such that 
v, = ai2)a3a2 
12) v2=ala2 
vj = ai2’; 
then, Y* = (w,), with 
w, =blb,b3 
w2 = b, b?b, 
w,=b,b2 
w,=b,. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let CJ be a shape. The map 
F: (YI Der(cr)) + ( (y*l 1 Can(o-)), 
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where Y is a normal tableau over the extended signed set A,, uniquely defines 
a GL(d, R)-module isomorphism 
Weyl(o) --* Coschur( o- ). 
Proof Let { Y,, . . . . Yk} be the set of all normal tableaux of shape c over 
Ad whose display is standard; by Theorem 5.1, the set 
{ F( Yi 1 Der(o)); i = 1, . . . . k) 
is a basis for Coschur(a - ). 
Now let be any normal tableau of shape o over Ad; writing 
the ci)s are integers, and, by Proposition 5.2, the k-tuple (c,, . . . . ck) is the 
unique solution of the system of linear equations 
1 ci sign( ( (disp(Yi)] ) 
= sign((disp( Yi)“, I(disp Y)- I), j = 1, . . . . k. 
By Theorem 5.1, the map F uniquely defines an R-module isomorphism 
between Weyl(o) and Coschur(a”). Straightforward computations show 
that this isomorphism is actually a GL(d, R)-module isomorphism. 
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